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In commemoration of the 70th birthday of the late Sámi writer Nils-Aslak Valkeapää, the 

Beaivváš Sámi national theatre in Norway staged his poetic play Ridn’oaivi ja nieguid 

oaidni (The Frost-Haired One and the Dream-Seer) and embarked it on a tour of the 

Nordic countries and Japan. As the Japanese-English playbill informs us, Valkeapää was 

inspired to write a drama in the Noh style by his Japanese friend Junichiro Okura, who 

recently authored several introductory books on Japanese culture and language in 

Finnish. In fact, Valkeapää’s connections to Japan extend even further: in 1995, at the 

Winter Cities Festival in Sapporo, Valkeapää recited this poesikonsearta ("poetry 

concert," as he himself referred to it) together with a group of Sámi yoik singers and two 

local Japanese actors. While the text of his play has not yet been published in book form, 

the play first became accessible to Sámi and Nordic audiences in 2007 and 2009 through 

an excellent staging by the Beaivváš director and theater manager Haukur J. Gunnarson. 

The play was staged again in 2013, with performances honouring Valkeapää on the 70th 

anniversary of his birth.1 In the following I will look into how the phenomenon of 

liminality manifests itself in the text and in the performance of the play.  

  

 

Liminality in Valkeapää’s works  

 

Based on Arnold van Gennep’s 1909 work Rites de Passage, where van Gennep 

distinguishes between preliminal (separation), liminal (transition) and postliminal 

(incorporation) stages of rites, the anthropologist Victor Turner elaborated further the 

concept of liminality (lat. Limen means ‘threshold’) in several of his works (e.g. 1967, 

1974)2. As a state of being “betwixt and between” (1964, 4), “between two positions” 

                                                 
1
 The author would like to thank Haukur J. Gunnarsson for sharing both the original play and its English 

translation. Though the author was fortunate to see a performance of the play in Inari in September 2013, 
the video recording of the play supplied by Gunnarsson was a great help 
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(1974, 237), Turner describes the major characteristic of liminality as “the analysis of 

culture into factors and their free recombination in any and every possible pattern” 

(1974, 255). While blurring the borders between very different (often contradicting) 

symbolic orders, a liminal experience will result the removal of previously taken-for-

granted forms and limits, and will give way to new orders.2  

In his only play, Ridn’oaivi ja nieguid oaidni (The Frost-Haired One and the Dream-

Seer), Nils-Aslak Valkeapää (1943-2001) constructs liminality by intertwining Sámi human 

reality with manifestations of the spiritual world. This marks a departure from other 

works of Valkeapää’s oeuvre, including his 1971 debut Terveisiä Lapista (published in 

English as „Greetings from Lapland”, 1984) and nine subsequent poetry volumes, which 

stress the liminal relationship of Nordic and Sámi cultures, as well as the overarching 

conflict between indigenous people and their colonizers. Throughout history, the 

relationship between the Sámi and their Nordic colonizers has been characterized by an 

aggressive hierarchy and the suppression of Sámi cultural expression, but Valkeapää’s 

work has contributed enormously to the recent, rapid emancipation and revitalisation of 

Sámi culture. In his poetic play, however, liminality manifests differently, marked by the 

subtle intertwining of the spiritual and the real, and unburdened by any interfering 

conflict. The harmonious blending and merging together of these two levels reveals not 

only the life philosophy of the author, but also an essential aspect of Sámi traditional 

knowledge. This highly endangered knowledge was intimately familiar to Valkeapää, and 

it figures prominently in all his artistic work.  

 

 

The structure of the play  

 

In the mid 1990’s, inspired by Japanese culture through his personal contacts and several 

stays in that country, Valkeapää wrote a poetic drama based on the structure of a Waki-

Noh play. He reimagined the role of the Japanese shite (a spiritual figure, or the 

messenger of God) as the timeless figure of Sámi mythology, Ridn’oaivi (the Frost-Haired 

One), who acts as a mediator of the wisdom that humans can use to achieve a greater 

harmony with nature. The role of the waki, the human counterpart of the shite, is figured 

as a young Sámi boazovácci (reindeer herder), who wanders the tundra alone with his 

herd on an autumn night. The dramatic tension of Valkeapää’s play arises not through 

                                                 
2
 See e.g. Gennep and Turner 
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cultural conflict, but through the inner turmoil of the reindeer herder. In order to ascend 

into the realm of higher knowledge, the herder enters a liminal phase, in which his 

subjective state of mind awakens to the supernatural realm. Once he allows the 

supernatural wisdom to inspire him with answers, the young herder at last reaches 

maturity. The Frost-Haired One, a visitor from the spiritual realm, teaches him that 

maturity demands two main things from a person: first of all, to love himself and others, 

and secondly, to never forget the deep interconnection of humans and nature. The third 

voice in the play is a chorus, known as the jiuati in Noh theater, which often acts as a 

commentator. Consisting of one male and two female actors, the chorus (koarra in Sámi) 

acts as a driving force behind the dramatic events of the play. Although the chorus also 

hails from the spiritual world of Ridn’oaivi, it remains invisible to both characters, just as 

it is absent from the title of the play.  

The names of the characters, along with the title of the play itself, convey crucial 

information about Sámi indigenous knowledge and the intertwining of human and 

spiritual worlds. Although Ridn’oaivi, the Frost-Haired One, carries the same name in both 

in the primary and secondary texts, his human counterpart goes by various appellations. 

In the primary text of the play, he is sometimes referred to as olbmážan "dear friend," but 

more often as unna vieljaš "little brother", while in the stage directions he always appears 

as boazovácci (reindeer herder). He is only referred to as nieguid oaidni, "dream-seer", in 

the play’s original Sámi-language title—moreover, with a lowercase n, which suggests a 

state of mind rather than a unique individual with a proper name. In this way, the play’s 

title also indicates that a play with multiple levels is to be expected. Moreover, as Osgood 

Dana indicates in her PhD thesis3, Ridn’oaivi is the Sámi family name of the author 

Valkeapää (2003, 257), and this opens up further possibilities to interpret the play.  

The play consists of short opening and closing acts with a third, more elaborate act in 

between. The stream-of-consiousness lines of the boazovácci (the reindeer herdsman) 

and the otherworldly messages of Ridn’oaivi (the Frost-Haired One) are often introduced 

and followed by yoiking. Valkeapää was a great promoter of this Sámi spiritual and poetic 

singing tradition, and the play includes his most popular yoiks, which many Sámi know by 

heart. The yoiks are performed in all parts of the play, and although in the script they are 

indicated only by their titles, they comprise nearly half of the performance. They include 

„Sámi eanan duoddariidda” (To the Tundra of Sámiland), the unofficial anthem of the 

Sámi, as well as „Ofelaš Luohti”, a yoik from the internatonally renowned 1987 film of the 

                                                 
3
 http://herkules.oulu.fi/isbn9514269446/isbn9514269446.pdf 
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same name (Ofelaš—Pathfinder) and „Beavi, Áhčážan” (Sun, my Father), a central yoik 

from Valkeapää’s book and CD project, which won the Nordic Literature Prize in 1991.  

 

 

Liminality in the play  

 

In the first act the reindeer herder arrives at his resting place and contemplates the 

essence of nomadic life: "I need not, I wonder where to go,/ the herd of reindeer decides 

my path."4 Already his opening lines—"how strange,/ when I make halt, it is as if I am on 

the move,/ and as if at home, when I am roaming"— indicate the questioning of ordinary 

reality, along with the inherent contradictions of mobility and stasis. While the herder 

dozes off near his fire, Ridn’oaivi returns to the human world to survey its changes. In his 

monologue, the oxymoronic wordplay of the opening lines is enhanced to include the 

liminal phase of the natural and transcendental: "this is the time,/ the time which is not 

time,/ the dream that is life, the life that is dream…/ which is life…/ a dream in life." 

Following his encounter with Ridn’oaivi, the herder realizes the uniqueness of this 

dreamlike experience, and laments the missed oportunity. Using past conditional 

constructions, such as "I should have asked", he invites the Frost-Haired One back again.  

In the second act the chorus not only yoiks in between the characters’ monologues, 

but it takes an active role in the verbal argumentation of Ridn’oaivi. In addition to the 

refrain of "do not be afraid, little brother," they cite a few lines in translation as well as in 

the Japanese original of the great haiku master Basho (1644-1694). Ridn’oaivi questions 

the importance of accumulating worldy knowledge, and emphasizes both the path of the 

heart ("you do not need that knowledge…/ that you need … do not ask me what you 

need,/ love, and dare to love … /yourself, then you can love others, too… love") and the 

path of nature ("the man is but part of nature"). In this long, carefully-sculpted poetic 

monologue, the real intermingles with the transcendental, culminating in the subjective 

incorporation of both. In the midst of this communitas, Ridn’oaivi confirms his position: 

"...you ask whether I am the Frost-Haired in the old tales,/ I am, but I am you, your 

thoughts, your dreams/ and when you leave, I move into your dreams,/ if I am."  

The short closing act consists of two verbal parts and a yoik by the reindeer herder, 

leading up to the final chant of the chorus („Áldobiellut”, reindeer bells). The joyous, 

                                                 
4
 This and all the following English quotes from Valkeapää’s play are availabe thanks to the efforts of Roy 

Tommy Eriksen and Harald Gaski. 
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enthusiastic words of the herder sum up the major motifs of the play, and they also 

indicate the end of the liminal phase. Thus the drama comes full circle and the audience is 

taken back to the play’s initial scene. This time, however, the human character’s mindset 

is changed, and he is finally attuned to the timeless trekking route of the reindeer, to the 

circle of life, which recapitulates the "Sun and Moon on the trekking route of heaven." 

Owing to his encounter with Ridn’oaivi, and Ridn’oaivi’s incorporation into the everyday 

person ("thus Frost-haired flew to the other side of life/ into me, within my very self/into 

my dreams/ and I am the Frost-haired”), the herder will remain intimately conected to 

the "world of dreams," the "other side of life."  

  

 

Liminality in the performance  

 

A few days before he passed away, Valkeapää sent a postcard to Beaivváš (the name 

literally means "dear Sun") expressing his interest in staging The Frost-Haired One and the 

Dream-Seer as a Noh play (the card was postmarked in Japan on the day of his death, 

November 26, 2001). Valkeapää had worked closely with several artists from Beaivváš 

even before the group’s inception in 1981, and some of the actors performed the play in 

a 1996 performance. The play’s current director, Haukur J. Gunnarsson, who served the 

Beaivváš group between 1991-1996 and again since 2007, is one of the most succesful 

promoters of Noh Theater in Europe. For this he was awarded the UNESCO Uhcimura 

prize in 2003. As he explains on the playbill, "To be true to Valkeapää’s intentions and his 

use of the dramaturgy of the Noh theater, we have chosen to present the play in the 

stylized, stringent form that also characterises Noh theater. But we have sought to create 

our own form of expression rather than imitating the style and movements of Noh, using 

Valkeapää’s own music together with the movements, to comment on and connect the 

text sequences."5 Without going too far into detail about how the Beaivváš performance 

turned this sparse poetic text into a fascinating meditative event, I will investigate the 

role of two theatrical devices that made the stage performance more cohesive and the 

author’s message more tangible.  

The performance opens with the members of the chorus appearing in slow motion, 

                                                 
5
 Director: Haukur J. Gunnarsson, Coreography: Indra Lorentzen, Scenography: Aage Gaup, Costumes: 

Berit Marit Hatta, Musical director: Roger Ludvigsen, Acting: Egil Keskitalo (Ridn’oaivi), Nils Henrik Buljo 
(Hersman), Chorus: Inga-Máret Gaup-Juuso, I.gor Ántte Áilu Gaup, Mary Sarre, /Musicians: Roger Ludvigsen 
(guitar), Esa Kotilainen (keyboard), Patrick Shaw Iversen (flutes), Espen Hogmo (percussions) 
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one after the other. Moving from the back of the stage to the front, they perform in 

sequence a gesture that can be construed as opening space and time for the "moment" of 

the performance. While the hand gesture of the first figure opens the horizontal axis for 

the three-dimensional performance to come, the clapping of the second figure symolizes 

the "now," and the hand movements of the third figure bring forth the vertical 

dimension. These three gestures are performed again in the middle of the performance 

by the spiritual figure Ridn’oaivi, and at the end by the earthly figure, the reindeer herder. 

This tripartite gesture, manifesting on all three levels of the story, supports the 

interconnection of these levels, and in doing so enables liminality to arise.  

Additionally, the canes carried by the two major figures play a crucial role in the 

intermingling of the spiritual and human worlds. Though the canes are not at all 

mentioned in the poetic text, nor in the author’s stage directions, the main characters 

always carry these objects with them. The straight, life-size cane of the reindeer herder 

contrasts with Ridn’oaivi’s longer and more elaborate shamanic cane, which is topped 

with a reindeer antler. At the end of the second act, while guiding the herdsman back to 

sleep, Ridn’oaivi leaves his shamanic cane at the young man’s side, and takes the other 

cane for himself. This event marks the end of the liminal phase, enhancing the feeling of a 

dream made real, and it also adds a visual dimension to the poetic message.  

 

 

Closing remarks  

 

Valkeapää’s poetic play will undoubtedly be inspirational and instructive for future 

generations. The play has already proven itself to be a classic of the relatively new artistic 

medium of Sámi theater. Owing to the direction of Haukus J. Gunnarsson, the Beaivváš 

troupe was able to stage this play in a remarkable way. As mentioned at the beginning of 

this paper, the play’s harmonious merging of real and supernatural realms reveals not 

only the life philosophy of the author, but also an essential characteristic of Sámi 

traditional knowledge. This knowledge is now highly endangered, but it was intimately 

familiar to Valkeapää, and it was compellingly manifest in all of his artistic works. In 

reflecting on the metaphysical crises of our time, Valkeapää’s works shed light on our 

heartless exploitation of each other, but also remind us of the forgotten wisdom that 

comes with being completely subordinate to Nature. By prompting us to recognize our 

role as an infinitesimal but nonetheless integral part of the universe, Valkeapää’s works 
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simultaneously serve as a poetic meditation and a poignant warning.  
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